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Abstract: Tolls are a form of user tax that usually pays for the cost of road construction and maintenance without raising taxes on non-users. Historically, and sometimes today, tolls are collected as a type of tax for the use of the local government or lord. Investor's bonds necessary to pay for the construction and maintenance of the roads are issued and sold with the expectation that the bonds will be paid back over time by user tolls. After the bonds are paid off the road typically reverts to the government agency that owns the land it was built on and had authorized the construction. Access to toll roads are restricted to prevent non-payers from using the road. Toll roads may be built to allow some users to travel faster from one location to another relieving traffic congestion and speeding up traffic for those who can afford it. These type systems may be one restricted toll lane or more on an otherwise "free" road all roads have to be paid for somehow and are never "free". Normally, road construction costs are paid for by the taxes on gasoline, diesel, or other fuel. Users of toll roads still pay these taxes and the tolls for using this particular road or lane. In addition to toll roads, toll bridges and toll tunnels are also used by public authorities for revenue generation to repay for long-term debt issued to finance the building and maintenance of the toll facility. Some tolls are collected to accumulate finances to build future capacity expansion and maintenance of roads, tunnels, bridges, etc. Some tolls are used as general tax fund for local governments and may have little or nothing to do with transportation facilities. These types of tolls are usually limited or prohibited by central government legislation. Also road congestion pricing schemes have been implemented in a limited number of urban areas as a transportation demand management tool in an attempt to reduce traffic congestion and air pollution.
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INTRODUCTION

Introduction about the Domain

Let us first understand the concept of toll system. What exactly is a toll system? Toll collection system or toll system, as it is simply called, is a direct way of getting investment back to an agency that constructed the roads. Toll systems can be grouped into three categories: basic, semi-automatic and fully-automatic or electronic toll systems. Tolls are a form of user tax that usually pays for the cost of road construction and maintenance without raising taxes on non-users. Historically, and sometimes today, tolls are collected as a type of tax for the use of the local government or lord. Investor's bonds necessary to pay for the construction and maintenance of the roads are issued and sold with the expectation that the bonds will be paid back over time by user tolls. After the bonds are paid off the road typically reverts to the government agency that owns the land it was built on and had authorized the construction. Access to roads are restricted to prevent non-payers from using the road. Toll roads may be built to allow some users to travel faster from one location to another relieving traffic congestion and speeding up traffic for those who can afford it. These type systems may be one restricted toll lane or more on an otherwise "free"
road all roads have to be paid for somehow and are never "free". Normally, road construction costs are paid for by the taxes on gasoline, diesel, or other fuel. Users of toll roads still pay these taxes and the tolls for using this particular road or lane. Fees or tolls usually vary by vehicle type, weight or number of axles. Fees or tolls were traditionally collected by hand by toll gate workers at toll booths, toll plazas, toll stations, toll bars or toll gates. Some toll collection points are unmanned and the user deposits money in a receptacle which measures the amount and allows passage or entry if sufficient. To cut cost and minimize time delay many tolls today are collected with some form of automatic utilizing some sort of electronic communication from a toll payer’s transponders and the toll collection system. Toll booths are usually still required for the occasional users who have not obtained a transponder yet. The tolls are often prepaid or collected "automatically" from an affiliated credit card service. Some toll roads have "automated" toll enforcement

Scope of the Project

Here we are going to see some points regarding to purpose behind choosing this topic & what is the requirement of this type of the project in our day to day life. Avoid the fuel loss. Saving of time in collecting toll. Avoid financial loss. To monitor the traffic. So, according to serve of Maharashtra Government carried out in Sept.2010, they have proposed to get the annual toll collection of 1500 cores/year But in the present situation only 1200 cores of the toll value is collected. Means there is loss of 300 cores due to some human errors. So, we have to control this leakage. Now the present system we have with us on the high ways takes 1 minute to complete the toll collection process for one vehicle. With this automatic process, it will take just 40 to 42 sec. to complete the whole process. As there is reduction in time for completion of the process so indirectly there will be no traffic as such & as there is no traffic so no fuel wastage takes place & the purpose of designing the highways is achieved i.e. reduction in journey time & also the money loss will be reduced.

LITERATURE SURVEY

William Vickrey the Nobel Economics prize winner, in 1959, was the first who proposed electronic toll system for Washington Metropolitan Area. Free flow tolling with fixed transponders undersides of vehicles and the readers were located under the highway surfaces (1960s and 1970s). ISSN(Online): 2320-9801 ISSN (Print): 2320-9798 International Journal of Innovative Research in Computer and Communication Engineering (An ISO 3297: 2007 Certified Organization) Vol. 3, Issue 5, May 2015 Copyright to IJIRCCE DOI: 10.15680/ijircce.2015.0305093 4088 Norway wide spread implementation of this transponder and reader technology. This system was first introduced in Bergen (1986). World’s first use of completely unaided full speed electronic toll system was introduced by Trondheim (1991). Norway has electronic fee collection EFC. Single, universal system was applied firstly by Portugal (1995). Next The United States was another country used ETC system in several states. In Garden State Parkway, California, Texas and Pennsylvania, Delaware and Florida, vehicles can travel at full speed through electronic lanes. If the lengths in electronic lanes are same as in manual lanes, e-toll saves the vehicle time which has been registered, eliminates the stoppage at toll machine. Toll gates are very typically wider than the rest of the highway that reduced the need for them made it possible to fit toll roads into tight corridors. Despite of these limitations, if delay at the gate is reduced, however, throughput increases. The greater the throughput is increased the fewer the lanes were required and the greater the fraction of automated lanes, the lower was the cost of operation was required for the short term, but for long term, the greater the registering and turning one’s vehicle into e-toll, the faster vehicles were converted from manual toll. In Australia, many organizations which includes Roads and Maritime Services, Roam and E-toll. Some operators including Sydney’s Sydney Harbour Tunnel, Lane Cove Tunnel and Westlink M7, MelbournesCitylink and Eastlink and Brisbane’s Gateway Motorway. Liber-T for light vehicles and TIS-PL for high vehicles are used in some states of France. The Sem Para/Via-Facil system in Brazil in the states Sao Paulo, Paran, Santa Catarina, Rio Grande do Sul, Bahia and Rio de Janeiro allows clients to pass through tolls in 1000+ lanes. The National Database and registration authority implemented ETC system using RFID in Pakistan. Santiago, Chile implemented first world’s 100% full speed e-tolling with transponders between 2004 and 2005. In 2007 rtc in Dubai was implemented by The UAE called Salik. Congestion pricing and Urban toll schemes were also implemented using ETC and cameras for number plate recognition.

EXISTING SYSTEM

In existing system, current times of increasing traffic on the road, it is important to collect the toll tax in a managed and controlled process so that it doesn’t result in a total unorganized jungle of traffic. It is
very challenging to handle a vehicular flow by a manual system of revenue collection. Poor management at toll plaza may result into great chaos and revenue loss. This would not be desired any one.  

**Disadvantage:** However, existing CQA forums usually provide only textual answers, which are not informative enough for many questions.

**PROPOSED SYSTEM**

Vehicles online gate pass require less time to conduct a toll transaction. Thus the average service rate of a mixed toll lane is generally higher than a manual lane, depending on the proportion of tagged vehicles in a mixed-use lane. Reduction in vehicle waiting times: An increase in a toll lane service rate causes a decrease in the average waiting time of vehicles at the toll plaza.

**Advantage:** In proposed CQA forums provide multimedia answers (text, image, Video), which are informative enough for many questions.

**CONCLUSION**

Vehicles online gate pass require less time to conduct a toll transaction. Thus the average service rate of a mixed toll lane is generally higher than a manual lane, depending on the proportion of tagged vehicles in a mixed-use lane. Reduction in vehicle waiting times: An increase in a toll lane service rate causes a decrease in the average waiting time of vehicles at the toll plaza. With the elimination of human interaction in the entire toll collection process, it is possible to create an efficient toll collection process. It can also significantly improve the efficiency of toll stations and avoid the traffic congestions on roadways.
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